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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let rr: Y + X be a fibered manifold, dim X = n, dim Y = n + m, with 
orientable base space X and a chosen volume element form on X. If W is a 
subset of X we shall write F,(n) for the set of all local sections of v defined on 
a neighborhood of W (not necessarily the same for all sections). Put $OY = Y 
and denote by $‘Y the manifold of all r-jets of local sections of rr, and by 
n,: FY + X, and rr,,: FY-, $“Y, 0 < s < Y, the corresponding fibered 
manifolds defined by the natural projections of jets. Let us write jr for the 
r-jet extension map, and denote by R the field of real numbers. 
Suppose that we are given an n-form p on FY. To any compact, n-dimen- 
sional submanifold D of X we can then consider the function 
representing the main object of the calculus of variations in fibered manifolds 
to study. 
With the function pn, or better, with the family of functions pn labeled 
by Sz, there are associated essentially two larger groups of questions although 
not quite independent. The first one is concerned with critical points (critical 
sections, or extremals) which are characterized by the property that pn is 
insensitive to their (usually prescribed) deformations (“variations”). A 
typical problem is to find a critical point of fn in a given set of sections. It is 
generally supposed for this that the base manifold X is compact which allows 
to consider px as defined on a class of sections (not necessarily differentiable) 
having the structure of a Banach manifold (see, e.g., [l]). A rich information 
on the theory of critical points can be found in the literature, especially the 
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classical one, where all considerations are based on the use of coordinate 
functions. For a modern, coordinate-free exposition we refer to the works of 
Hermann [2, 31 and Palais [l]. The second group of questions is connected 
with the behavior of the function pn (or the value p&) on a section y) under 
certain classes of transformations of the fibered manifold r or the sets of 
sections To(r) themselves. 
It is of current interest for many physical theories, especially the general 
relativity, to have a coordinate-free description of the fundamental properties 
of the variational functional in question. This article is devoted to the study 
of the first group of questions mentioned above, for the first order variational 
problems in fibered manifolds, and is closely related to the previous con- 
siderations of the author [4,5], the work of Trautman [6,7], Hermann [2,3], 
and Sniatycki [8]. Generally speaking it contains a systematic and relatively 
complete description of the basic notions associated with the map pa and 
its critical sections, by means of purely geometrical methods. Restricting our 
considerations to differentiable sections we take into account appropriate 
classes of transformations of 7~ (local automorphisms of V) or, more precisely, 
vector fields generating such automorphisms, and are able to obtain some 
interesting propositions concerning the geometric structure of the variational 
problems. Let us comment these general remarks in some more detail by 
passing through the contents of each section. 
Section 2 contains some definitions concerning vector fields on the jet 
spaces $rY. We define the so called r-jet prolongation of m-related vector 
fields. (See [4]; some similar though not so general definitions can be found in 
[7-91.) Another useful notion introduced here, that of the formal derivative, 
is due to Kuranishi [lo]. Section 3 contains necessary information on dif- 
ferential forms in the jet spaces FY. We introduce the so called pseudo- 
vertical forms on FY, giving, together with the rr,-horizontal forms, a 
decomposition of a space of forms into the direct sum. This sum relates 
those forms that are, in a sense, equivalent from the variational point of view, 
that is, define the same variational functionals ho. A similar construction 
for (n + I)-forms (n = dim X) corresponds to the classical Lepage’s 
approach to the calculus of variations (see [l I] and [12]). These considerations 
allow to introduce, in Section 4, the so called Lepagian forms, and describe 
their main properties. It seems that differential forms have not yet been used 
in the calculus of variations in this way. The Lepagian forms represent a 
large class of n-forms on YiY with the property that their Lie derivative by 
the l-jet prolongation of a vector field can be interpreted as the so called 
“first variation formula”. The next two sections show the meaning of the 
Lepagian forms for an intrinsic description of the variational procedure. In 
Section 5 we define, similarly as in [13], the Euler form, with components 
identical to the classical Euler-Lagrange expressions, as a differential form on a 
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space of jets, /“Y, and the corresponding Euler map, assigning to each 
n,-horizontal n-form on $lY (called the “Lagrangian”) the corresponding 
Euler form. The main result consists in the description of the structure of 
the Euler map, namely the kernel of the Euler map and its relation to the 
exterior derivative operator. This is in fact a more precise and more general 
characterization of the Euler map than some earlier results in this direction 
[4-6]. In Section 6 we show how the Lepagian forms can be used for an 
intrinsic derivation of the “first variation formula,” in an infinitesimal version. 
These considerations have been motivated by Hermann’s canonical variational 
theory [2, 31 as well as the work of Sniatycki [8]. Section 7 is devoted to the 
study of the critical points of the first order variational problems (i.e., the 
problems defined by a Lagrangian on $lY) and consists of two parts. The 
first part contains a geometric formulation of the theory of the critical sections 
(only differentiable sections are considered) for the variational problems of 
“standard” type. We note that we use “compact variations,” or vector fields 
generating such variations, in order to exclude constraint conditions from 
the variational considerations. As the result we obtain a characterization of 
the critical sections in terms of partial differential equations (the Euler- 
Lagrange equations), or, which is the same, in terms of the integral manifolds 
of a distribution on $“Y. The second part of Section 7 contains basic defini- 
tions of the mentioned Hermann’s canonical variational theory, with an 
analog of the boundary conditions introduced similarly as in [l]. Some 
differencies from Hermann’s approach (“compact variations,” Lepagian 
forms, ideals of forms) are justified by the fact that we use the l-jet prolonga- 
tion of a fibered manifold as the basic structure, and do not assume the 
base manifold (over which the variational integral is taken) to be compact. 
An important assumption of the canonical variational theory is that we are 
given a distribution, or, more generally, an ideal of differential forms, on the 
total space of our fibered manifold, and seek for those critical sections that are 
integral manifolds of the ideal. We show that the standard variational prob- 
lems can be considered as the canonical ones, if one takes for the ideal an 
appropriate ideal of forms, generated by some pseudovertical forms. We note 
that the main idea of this reasoning is similar to the idea of Logan [14] who 
suggests, in the case of simple integral variational problems, to prefer the 
use of “admissible variations” (which are defined by the ideal) to the approach 
where the fundamental structures (for instance the jet spaces) play a basic 
role. 
The invariance properties of the variational functionals pa will be studied 
in the second part of this work. 
In order to avoid frequent comments in the text, let us summarize the 
symbolism we use. We denote by Rn the n-dimensional real Euclidean space 
(R = Rl). If M is a manifold, its tangent bundle space is denoted by TM, and 
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we write Tf for the tangent map to a map f, The symbols d and A are 
used for the exterior derivative and exterior product of differential forms, 
respectively, and ( , > denotes the natural multilinear map from spaces of 
forms and vectors to real numbers. If 6 is a vector field on M and r] a dif- 
ferential form on M, then i(t) 7 means the contraction of the form 7 by the 
vector field f (also called the interior product of 77 and [), and we denot by 
e(f)7 the Lie derivative of r) by the vector field [. In the usual sense we 
shall speak of the l-parameter group generated by E having in mind the 
local group. If (xi , y. , xi0 ,... , xi1 . . . . +J . is a collection of some coordinate 
functions then the symbols D,, , D,, , D,, ,..., Dr+‘L,il...,i,o are used for the 
partial derivative operators with respect to the variables xi, y,, , ziO , . . . , zil. _ +, , 
respectively, and also for the corresponding local vector fields. The derrvative 
of a map g is denoted by Dg. We note that the terminology used in this 
paper is close to the terminology of Lang and Sternberg [15, 161, except the 
theory of jets, where we mostly use the lectures of Kolrii- [17]. Finally, we note 
that the usual summation convention is understood unless otherwise explicitly 
stated. In some formulas there appear two types of the summation, the 
designated, and not designated ones. 
All our considerations are in the category Cm, and all our manifolds are 
finite-dimensional and real. 
2. THE JET PROLONGATIONS OF VECTOR FIELDS 
Let us recall some definitions. 
A triple (Y, rr, X) is called a fibered manifold, if X and Y are differentiable 
manifolds and 7~ Y-+X is a surjective submersion. We usually write 
7r: Y---f X, or just r, for a fibered manifold (Y, V, X). A chart (2, 5) on Y 
with center y,, is called afiber chart for rr if the map 5 is of the form 
5(Y) = (ddYN> f!(Y)), 
for some chart on X, (r(Z), q~), with center ~r(yJ. Let (Z, 2~‘) be a fiber chart 
for VT. The canonical chart (Z, , 5,) on p’Y (associated with the fiber chart 
(Z, Q), is defined by Z, = v;:(Z), and 
where j,ry E Z, , and is obviously a fiber chart for z,. and for errs, with 
0 < s < r (we put Z, = Z, 5, = 5). Let dim X = n, dim Y = n + m, and 
let (xi , yO), 1 < i < n, 1 ,( 0 < m, denote the coordinate functions defined 
by a fiber chart (Z, 5) for r. We call the functions (xi , yO) the$ber coordinates 
on Y. Then the coordinate functions on frY defined by the chart (Z, , 1,) 
are denoted by (xi , yG , zio ,..., x~~...~,J, where 1 < i ,< n, 1 < (z < m, 
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1 < ;i G 2.2 < ‘.* < i,. < n, and called the canonical coordinates on $‘Y 
defined by the fiber coordinates (xi, yV). 
From now on we assume that we have a fibered manifold rr: Y + X. 
Let us now introduce a notion concerning derivatives of functions defined 
on open subsets of the space $‘Y. Let (xi , yU , zio ,..., zi,.+,,,) and 
(Xi 3 Yo 9 % P-‘-Y %l...i,o > 31...i,i,+lo ) be the canonical coordinates on J@Y 
and yr+lY, respectively, defined by some fiber coordinates (xa , yO) on Y. Iff 
is a function of (Xi , y. , Zio ,..., Zi, ,..., I,0 ) then we call the formal derivative 
of f with respect to xk the function dkf of the coordinates (xi , yU , zio ,..., 
zi 1,. . . .i,o 3 3, ,..., i,ilclo ) defined by 
dkf = &cf + 4of * zko + **. + C 
i,<.+.<-t, 
Dr+s.il.-.i,of * zkil..4,0 *  
Let (a, a,,) be a local automorphism of V, i.e., 
7m = “$7, 
on the domain of 01. This local automorphism can be prolonged to a local 
automorphism of r,. . The prolonged automorphism (pa, (Y,,) is defined by 
If V is the domain of 01 then j’ol is defined on n;:(V). 
We shall be in need of vector fields on Y generating l-parameter groups of 
local automorphisms of n. Let 8 be a vector field on Y. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for S to generate such a group is that there exists a 
vector field on X, c, such that 6 and 4 are T-related, 
Trr * 5x b-. 
If such a 5 exists it is obviously unique. Assume that there are given n-related 
vector fields 8 and [, and denote by OI~ (c+,J the l-parameter group generated 
by B (Q. Then 
7rfft = OI(gr. 
Consider the local automorphisms (pat, IBM) of r,. . They define a l-param- 
eter group; we put 
(the derivative with respect to t is taken at t = 0), and obtain a vector field 
jz’r +pB( j,rr), on FY. The following relations are obvious: 
Trr,,-j's = &rv, 
Trm 'TV - 'ST -9 - --1 uo=rs > O<S<Y. 
Summarizing we define: 
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DEFINITION 1. If 01 is a local automorphism of r then we call jr, the 
r-jet prolongation of 01. A vector field 3 on Y, n-related with some vector field 
4 on X, is called rr-projectable; 5 is called the +rojection of E. If B is n-pro- 
jectable then the vector field] “3 on FY is called the r-jet prolongation of 8. 
There exists a simple local characterization of the r-jet prolongation of a 
a-projectable vector field. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let S be a rr-projectable vector Jield. If in some $ber 
coordinates (xi , yO) on Y S has an expression 
B = .&Dlk $ EaD,O, 
then in the corresponding canonical coordinates (xi , yC , xi0 ,..,, z~~.+,~) on 
2”Y the vectorfieldj+3” has the expression 
YE = SkDlk + ZgD,, + **’ + C 
i,<...<i, 
~ijil...i,oD,+2,il...ir, 9 
where the functions Sil,...,i3, , I < s < Y, are determined by the recurrent 
formula 
0 
-iil...ip = diEiil...isg - zkil...i,o ’ Dlitr . 
Proof. Let (2, t;) be a fiber chart for rr denoted as above, (xi , yO) the cor- 
responding fiber coordinates. Then, by definition, 
~il...i,o(j~~~(z)ol,~Ol,:) = Di, 0.’ Di,(~m%~~-‘) (d~,t(W 
where Di denotes the ith partial derivative, and we suppose jz’r E r:(Z). 
Evidently, the identity 
= Dk:(Di, ... D~,(YJw%$P-~) 0 P~wJ-~) (dx)> * D&c~~l~-‘) (P(oIO~(X))) 
holds, so that 
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Supposing that at is generated by 8, that is, 
we can obtain the recurrent formula by means of the definition of the formal 
derivative. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let El and & be two vector Jields on Y. If both Zl and Ez 
are rr-projectable then so is the Lie bracket [& , E.J, and for any Y 
Proof. This can be proved by a straightforward calculation in fiber 
coordinates. 
3. DIFFERENTIAL FORMS ON THE JET PROLONGATIONS OF 
FIBERED MANIFOLDS 
We start by some definitions. 
DEFINITION 2. A vector BE TY is called a-vertical if TV * E = 0. A 
p-form p on Y is called r-horizontal if it vanishes whenever one of its argu- 
ments is a ~-vertical vector. p is called n-projectable if there is a p-form p,, 
on X such that p = asp,, . If a form p is a-projectable then the form pa 
defmed by the equality p = r*p,, is called the m-projection of p. 
For the jet prolongations n7 we have: 
DEFINITION 3. A form p defined on %‘Y is said to be pseudovertical if for 
each local section y of ZT 
py*p = 0. 
Let p be a q-form defined on f7Y, jL+‘y E fr+lY a point, 
s1 ,..., 8, E T$++lY tangent vectors at the pointjj+‘y. Put 
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This formula defines a p-form, d(p), on p+rY, which is evidently rr+r- 
horizontal. It follows that the form 
is pseudovertical. 
+G> = d+1.rP - 4,) 
DEFINITION 4. Let p be a p-form defined on $‘Y. The p-form &) (+.(p)) 
defined on $++lY is called the horizontal (pseudovertical) component of p. 
Assume that ap-form p on $‘Y is such that k(p) (j(p)) is n,.+,,,-projectable. 
Then the n;+r,,-p ro ection j of k(p) (+(p)) is a rr,-horizontal (pseudovertical) 
p-form denoted by &(p) &(p)). 
Let us denote by @‘($rY), Qxp(pY), SZ,p(pY), QJ($~Y) the spaces 
of all p-forms, r,.-horizontal p-forms, rr,,-horizontal p-forms, and pseudo- 
vertical p-forms on PY, respectively. The following is an immediate con- 
sequence of the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 3. 1. The map L?P($rY) 3 p -+ R(p) E Q,&$r+lY) 
(QP(Pm 3 P -+(P> E QgYPr+ly>> is linear wer the rzkg of da&rentiable 
functions, and its kernel is formed by all pseudovertical (r,-horizontal) p-forms. 
2. If p is a p-form on FY with p > n = dim X, then 
4,) = 0, f4P) = T,*,l*TP. 
3. If p is ?r,,,-,-horizontal then A(p) is rr+l,r-projectable. 
4. For any p-form p and q-form r] on $‘Y the relations 
4P * 4 = 4) * +I), 
hold. 
&P * 17) = p(P) * ++I) + #l(P) * 4) + 4P) * fed* 
5. If (ar, czO) is a local automorphism of w and p a form on FY, then the 
forms k(j’ol*p), j’+h*R(p), +(p~~*p), and y+%*/(p) are defined on the same 
open subset of $r+lY, and 
Let p be a p-form on FY. We shall determine the coordinate expressions 
for A(p) and #(p). Suppose that we have some fiber coordinates (xi , yO) on Y, 
and let L run over all multiindices i, o‘, iu, iI+,. . . , il . ‘. &a, where 1 < i < n, 
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l<a<m, l<il<i,< ... < $ < n. Then the system of functions, 
defined locally on $‘Y by 
is just the system of 
(xi , JJJ. Obviously 
xi 7 L = i, 
5, = ;y’ 
‘ = u, 
20 3 I = (iu),..., 
%,..+I > I = (il .*. iTo), 
canonical coordinates defined by the fiber coordinates 
dkCL = zka, ‘ = u, 
Zkio 9 c = (iu),..., 
zkil-i,o , I = (il **- &u). 
PROPOSITION 4. If a p-form p on $‘Y has an expression 
p=lf . ..& d[,lhd[,,A p! &lLZ P ... A dLp > 
where the summation over all multiindices Lo , k2 ,..., Q, is understood, then 
- d&, . dle&b2 *** d,&, * dXkl A dxka A ... A dxkp), 
Proof. Notice that the p-form R(p) is uniquely determined by p. This 
means that it suffices to find a coordinate representation for A(p) satisfying 
the condition defining R(p). It is easily verified that the desired condition is 
fulfilled by the expression from Proposition 4. The expression for h(p) then 
follows from the definition. 
By means of Proposition 4 we can give a simple description of all pseudo- 
vertical l-forms on $‘Y. If a l-form p is expressed by 
then p is pseudovertical if and only if 7r:+iSrp =#(p), that is, 
fk +hzko +fioakio + *” + i,~~ci,fi,...i,.aki,...~~~ = 0, 
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or, equivalently, 
fi,...i,o = 0, 
and 
P =fPo +fi&io + **’ + C 
iIS.. . Sirml 
fil...i,_lowil...i,_ln 7 
where 
Notice that for all s = 0, 1, 2 ,..., r - 2, 
and that the 2-form dwil...i,_,7 = dXk A dX,i I.:.i,-la is pseudovertical. How- 
ever, dw. 21...2r--10 cannot be expressed as a combmation (in the exterior algebra 
of forms on $‘Y) of the l-forms wV, wio ,..., wi l.I.i,-lo since the 2-form 
dxk A wkil...i,-lo is actually defined on p+lY. This shows, in particular, 
that the map p *P(p) is not surjective. Some other consequences can be 
obtained for certain ideals of pseudovertical forms which we shall do now. 
Let us denote by Qp(pY) the set of all pseudovertical forms on y”Y. 
It is a direct consequence of the definition that C+(pY) is an ideal in the 
exterior algebra of all forms on FY, closed under exterior differentiation. 
Similarly write J&(pY) for the ideal of forms on FY generated by the 
l-forms W, , wiO ,..., wil...i,-lo . Put 
A, = {ET E T$‘Y 1 i(E,.) p E Q/(pY) (: p E Q,(,frY)}, 
& = {Er E T$‘Y [ i(EJ p EJ&(FY) G p &$(pY)}. 
The subsets of vectors from TFY are characterized by the following. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let & E T$rY be a tangent vector at a point j,ly E FY. 
Then : 
1. &;A, if and only if& =O. 
2. 27,. E Jr if and only if 
Trr, . E,. - T&J . TrrT .E, = 0, 
for all s = 0, I, 2 ,..., r - 1. 
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Proof. Let (xi , x, ,..., z~~...~,J b e some canonical coordinates defined on a 
neighborhood of a point j,ry E $‘Y, Er a tangent vector to $‘Y at jzry. 
Write 
c ~7 = 831~ + EoD2o + .*. + $zci ~~il...i,oD7+2.il...l,o * 
‘I 
Then both parts of the statement follow from the formulas 
i(q.) F lJJ& = Yio - Zkio e k Y---P 
i(ZJ Wil...i,-,o = ~il...ir-lo - Zkil...i,-lo~k , 
Let us introduce another notion important for our approach to the calculus 
of variations in fibered manifolds. 
Let 71 denote the dimension of the base manifold X, let p be an (n + 1)-form 
on $‘Y, jL+‘yE $s+lY a point, and E,, , Er ,..., E,, E T$r+lY tangent 
vectors at the pointjj+ly. We define an (n + I)-form, d(p), on $7+lY, by the 
equality 
<k(p) (jz+‘y), EO X E1 X ..* X Em) 
PROPOSITION 6. I f  &+, is a ~,.+l,7-projectable vector field and & its 
~r+l,7-projection, then 
If, in addition, & is rT+,-vertical, then 
If (a, %) is a local automorphism of T, then 
jr+h*k(p) = yj%*p). 
Proof. Let ji+2y E p+2Y be a point and El ,..., E,, tangent vectors to 
p+2Y at the point, 
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After some calculation we can get 
The second term vanishes since it consists of (rr + 1)-forms on X, and the 
first one gives 
((i(Er+l) ~.,*+~,,p) (j;+‘y), T,j’+‘y - T?r,+, - Zl x ..* x Tzj7+‘y . Tn.,,, . En} 
= @@(ET”,,,) ?r,*,& (jL”“y), E* x *.. x En>. 
This proves the first formula of Proposition 6. The second formula can be 
obtained in the same way. To prove the last identity choose a point 
ji+ly E p+lY and tangent vectors E,, , Er ,..., E, E Ty+lY at the point. 
Using Definition 1 and the definition of A we obtain 
(L(ya*p) (jL+ly), E. X El X -.- X En) 
= (f+la*L(p) (jL+‘y), E. X El x -a- x En>. 
This finishes the proof. 
4. LEPAGIAN FORMS 
In this section we start to present the notions directly associated to the 
first order variational problems in fibered manifolds. Although the definitions 
and propositions are formulated for the case of problems we consider, many 
of them admit a direct generalization to arbitrary rth order problems. 
409/49/I-13 
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As before we suppose that we have a fibered manifold 7~: Y-+X, 
dim X = n, dim Y = n + m. According to Proposition 3, each n-form 
Ab) E Q-&@Y), arising from a 7rrO- horizontal n-form p, is ma,-projectable. 
Using the same notation as in Section 3 we denote its na,-projection by 
k(P). 
PROPOSITION 7. The map Qrm($lY) 3 p -+ Al(p) E QX*(ylY) is surjective. 
Proof. Let X be any rr,-horizontal n-form and 
h=$Pdx,A--hdx,, 
its expression in some canonical coordinates on $lY. We set 
p=L?dx,A . ..Adx.+CD,,,S.dx,h...Adx,,Aw,Adx,+,A .-Adx,, 
s 
where W, = dy,, - xko dx, . Invariance of the second term can be proved by a 
simple calculation. The n-form p evidently satisfies hi(p) = A. 
The meaning of Proposition 7 for the calculus of variations consists in the 
following. Let p1 E Qn(pY), p2 E !%(pY). We can say, following Lepage, 
that p1 and pz are equivalent, if k(pJ is rr,+l,l-projectable, R(pz) is rr,+,,l- 
projectable, and AI = k,(pJ. Clearly if p1 and pz are equivalent then 
for each local section y of r. In other words, p1 and p2 are equivalent if and 
only if they define the same first order variational problem (in the sense of 
Section l), pin = pzn . Proposition 7 says that p1 and pz are equivalent if and 
only if both p1 and pz are equivalent to a form from Qrn($TY). 
Let p E Qrn($lY), and denote by (xi , ys , zio , ziko) some canonical 
coordinates on $“Y. Write 
for the corresponding coordinate expression of p, where wO = a%, A me* A dx, . 
We note that in the second term of the expression for p, dyu, stands on srth 
place, dyOF stands on s,th place, etc. This type of the summation will be 
standard m this section and in the next one, and we shall denote it just by 
the symbol C. Furhter, write 
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The next proposition serves as the starting point for the definition of the so 
called Lepagian forms. 
PROPOSITION 8. I f  a form p E S2,n(/1Y) is expressed as above, then the 
(n + I)-form L(dp) has the expression 
Each of the two terms on the right is invariant under changes of fiber coordinates. 
Proof. Let p E Qrn(&lY). Suppose that we have a n,,-projectable, 
rr,-vertical vector field 3, and denote by Er its Tar-projection. Write 
El = SOD,, + EiioDSiO. 
In order to dertermine the coordinate expression for d(dp) we will first con- 
sider the n-form k(i(,Q dp) and then use Proposition 6. Since p belongs to 
QAPY), both A(P) and p( ) p are x2,-projectable, p = RI(p) + fil(p) and 
dp = d&(p) + d/,(p). Proposition 3 gives 
Q(4) 4) = 6X4) d&(p) + 4W d/,(p)), 
since i(EJ d&(p) is evidently a rr,-horizontal n-form. If we denote 
dycq A e.0 A dyOr A a.. A dx, 
- %pl * *. %rO, . dx, A ... A dx, , 
then MP> = P - J%(P), i.e., 
/zl(p) = cgz+. W$..::. 
From Proposition 3 and the identities 
WY,) = zko dxk , 4&o) = zkcio dx, > &J~... 2) = 0, 
we deduce that 
A(i(El) dh(p)) = - c R(dg:...z) A d(i(&) CO:...:) + Cgz.,.“,: * i(&) &“,:...S,;. 
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After some calculation 
Using the equality 
and then performing some necessary differentiation we obtain 
Since the (n + 1)-form in the bracket on the right-hand side is uniquely 
determined by this equality we observe, by Proposition 6, that 
as desired. To prove the second part of Proposition 8 it suffices to check that 
the expression (D,,9 - dkDSko9) dyu A w,, is well defined. This can be 
directly verified by means of the transformation properties of 2’. 
One could try to formulate certain uniqueness conditions for the decom- 
position of the (n + 1)-form h(dp) suggested by Proposition 8. However, it is 
not important for our aims: 
DEFINITION 5. Each n-form p E In,n($rY) such that L(dp) is r2,-hori- 
zontal, is calledlepugiun. If 7 E @($‘Y) is such that R(q) is 7r,.+1,1-projectable, 
then each Lepagian form p such that &(v) = X(p) is called the Lepugiun 
equivalent of 7]. 
THEOREM 1. To each n-form h E Qxn(ylY) there exists a Lepagian equi- 
valent of A. 
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Proof. One can verify that the n-form p introduced in the proof of Pro- 
position 7 is Lepagian, and therefore is a Lepagian equivalent of A. 
The following is a slight reformulation of Proposition 8. 
THEOREM 2. Let w be a volume element on X, p E QrS($lY). There exists a 
unique pseudovertical l-form & E Qyl($zY) such that 
k(dp) = d A 7r2*w. 
Proof. I f  the volume element w is expressed as 
w =Fdx, A... hdx,, 
then the l-form d is locally given by 
d = ; (D&Z - d,D,,,dR) . we. 
The uniqueness follows from the pseudoverticality condition. 
The next proposition shows that automorphisms of r transform Lepagian 
forms into Lepagian forms. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let (OL, 06) be an automorphism of the jibered manifold m. 
A form p E Qrn($lY) is Lepagian if and only if jh*h is. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6. 
5. LAGRANGIAN FORMS AND THE EULER MAP 
Let a: Y + X be a fibered manifold with orientable base space X, 
dim X = n, dim Y = n + m. Following the usual terminology we define: 
DEFINITION 6. n,-horizontal n-forms on $‘Y are called the rth order 
Lagrangian forms on W. Real valued functions on jrY are called the rth order 
Lagrangian functions on 37. 
There exists a simple relation between the Lagrangian forms and Lagran- 
gian functions. Suppose that we have a volume element w on X. If  
h E Qrn($rY), then the relation 
h = L, . Try%, 
defines an rth order Lagrangian function, L, , and vice versa, If  p E .Qn”(pY) 
is any n-form then k?(p) is an (r + 1)th order Lagrangian form on rr. In partic- 
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ular, Proposition 7 proves that all first order Lagrangian forms arise in this 
way with the help of forms from Q,“(ylY). 
The next proposition presents the standard classical approach to the 
variational problems of multiple integrals. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let w be a volume element on X, p a l-form on $‘Y. 
There exists one and only one rr,,-horizontal, pseudovertical l-form p’ such that 
for each local section y  of rr de$ned on an open subset U of X the relation 
s 
jv*(p, j?Z) * w = 
s 
j2y*(p’, j2S) * w, 
holds for all rr-vertical vector Jields 9 of compact support contained in 
&(U) C Y. If in some canonical coordinates (xi , yO , q,,) on $‘Y, 
w = F dx, A ‘.. A dx, 
then in the corresponding canonical coordinates (xi , yO ,’ xi0 , zkio) on $“Y, 
P’ = f  (Ffo - di(Ffio)) * (dYu - zko dxk). 
Proof. Proposition 10 follows from the rule for differentiation of the 
the product, the Stokes’ formula for integration of differential forms, and 
from Proposition 1. 
Let us apply Proposition 10 to the case when p = dL, , where L, is a 
Lagrangian function determined from the equation h = L, * nI*w, where 
h E QXn($lY). Using the representation w = Fw, , X = ~uJ,, , L, = (l/F) _Ep, 
where w,, = dx, A ..* A dx, , we see that 
(dL,)’ = k (D,,Z - diD,&) . (dy, - ZOO dxk). 
On comparison with Theorem 2 we see that there is a relation between the 
Lepagian forms p and the l-forms (dL,J’, where 
h = 4;(P), Wq,,) = 8. 
Before going on to some more detailed discussion of this relation, let us 
notice that the Lagrangian function LA depends on the choice of the volume 
element w (provided h defining L, is fixed), and so does dL, and (dL,)‘. On the 
other hand, (dL,)’ A r2 *W is independent of the choice of w as follows from 
the formula for (dL,)’ in which 2 is independent of w. This is the reason why 
we will prefer (dL,)’ A r2 *W to (dL,)’ in our next considerations. 
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DEFINITION 7. Let h be a first order Lagrangian form on n. We shall call 
the (n + 1)-form 
E(A) = (dL,)’ A ?T2*w, 
defined on $“Y the Euler form associated with A. The map 
Gy(fY) 3 h --+ E(h) E sz"=l(fY) 
will be called the Euler map. 
If a first order Lagrangian form X on r has an expression X = .Z”w, , where 
w. = ax, A 1.. A dx, , then the Euler form associated with X has the expres- 
sion 
E(h) = &‘&I) . w, A w,, , 
where 
c?Jh) = D,,9 - diD&Z’, w, = dyU - zko dx, . 
In the classical literature the functions go(h), defined locally on $“Y, are 
called the Euler-Lagrange expressions. Their transformation law with respect 
to the changes of fiber coordinates on rr is just the law that assures the global 
existence of the Euler form E(h). 
Let fL?PLPY) d enote the space of all Lepagian forms viewed as a real 
vector space. We now wish to draw our attention to a characterization of the 
structure of the Euler map, namely the kernel of the Euler map, and its 
relation to the exterior derivative operator. The following theorem summarizes 
what can be said in this respect. 
THEOREM 3. 1. The Euler map is R-linear. 
2. The map AI restricted to the space of Lepagian forms, 
QLc?&PY) 3 P - 4-l(P) E Q*YPY>, 
is surjective, and the diagram 





Qn+l($lY) R - o;+l(f2Y) 
with d denoting the exterior dsfferentiation, is commutative. 
3. If E(X) = 0, then there is a unique Lepagian equivalent of h denoted by p 
such that dp = 0. This Lepagian equivalent is rr,,-projectable. Conversely, ;f 
p,, E P(Y) is such that dpo = 0, then 
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Proof. The first assertion is obvious, and the second one is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 2 and the definition of the Euler form. Let us 
prove the third statement. Suppose that h E QX”(6p1Y) is such that E(X) = 0, 
and choose some canonical coordinates (xi , yC , zi, , zilcO) on $“Y. Let us 
use the same notation as after Definition 7. The function dp must satisfy 
the system &‘,,(A) = 0, 1 < o < m, of partial differential equations, equiv- 
alent with the system 
Q&wP + L&A@’ = 0, 
D,,cY - DlkD3k02’ - D,,D,,,9 . zkrr = 0. 
The first equation of the system shows that Y must be of the form 
where the functions go , gq a.* 2 do not depend on z,, , and g2 **a 2 are 
antisymmetric in the subscripts aI ,..., or . We note that we use the same 
summation as in Section 4. The second equation can be rewritten for the 
functions go , g: *I* 2 . Since the coefficients at independent products of the 
variables Zio must vanish separately, we obtain, after some calculation, 
Let us consider the expression for 2. Since the functions go , g2 *** $ are 
independent of zlco they can be uniquely determined by a differentration 
procedure: 
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Put 
PI=g~WD+C~g~:...::.dxlh ... A dy,, A .‘. A dy,, A .‘a A dx, 
(for the summation we again refer to Section 4). One can check that p0 
satisfies A(p,,) = h, and that this last condition uniquely determines p,, . This 
means that p,, is defined globally on Y. The equality dpO = 0 now follows 
from the above differential identities for the functions g, , g2 .*. 2 . Put 
P = 4&l . Then Definition 5 and Proposition 8 imply that p is Lepagian, and 
we have dp = CT& dpO = 0. To show the uniqueness of p it suffices to check 
that the condition dp = 0 for p E Qrn($lY) implies that p is a,,-projectable. 
This finishes the proof of the first part of our statement. The converse can be 
proved by reversing the argumentation which we omit. 
Since the variational problems are usually defined by means of Lagrangian 
functions it is of practical interest to have a description of all first order 
Lagrangian functions leading to zero Euler-Lagrange expressions. Let L 
be such a function, w a volume element on X, and put X = L~I.,*w. We wish 
to characterize all Lagrangian functions L such that E(La,*w) = 0. As a 
simple consequence of Theorem 3 and the Poincare lemma we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 11. The equality E(Lrrl*w) = 0 holds if and only if to each 
point jzly E &‘Y there exists a neighborhood V of nlo( jzlr) E Y and an (n - I)- 
form 77 on V swh that on r;d( V) 
Lrl*w = k(dT). 
Proof. Theorem 3 shows that the condition E(Ln,*w) = 0 is equivalent to 
the existence of an n-form p,, defined on Y such that A(p,) = Lnr*w and 
dp, = 0. Proposition 11 now follows from the Poincare lemma. 
Let us study the behavior of the Euler form under jet prolongations of local 
automorphisms of r. 
PROPOSITION 12. If (CX, %) is a local automorphism of rr and X a first order 
Lagrangian form on 7, then the (n + I)-form j%*E(A), E( jh*A) are defined 
on the same open subset of $“Y, and 
j2a*E(X) = E( jh*A). 
Proof. Choose a Lepagian equivalent p of h. By Theorem 3, 
EMd) = &W 
If (OL, (yg) is a local automorphism of r, then&*h is Lepagian, by Proposition 9, 
so that again 
E(R,( j%*p)) = &z&*p). 
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Thus j%*E(X) = E( jh*h) if and only ifj%*A(dp) = &!(djla*p). Proposition 12 
now follows from Proposition 6. 
6. THE LIE DERIVATIVE OF FIRST ORDER LAGRANGIAN FORMS 
Let X be a first order Lagrangian form on rr, p a Lepagian equivalent of h. 
By means of our standard coordinate expressions we can arrive at the following 
local formula. 
PROPOSITION 13. Let 8 be a n-projectable vector field, 4 its n-projection. 
Then the following formula holds: 
n&0( j’s) h = ((&Ji) * (E. - +o&c) + d,c(=% + Ds&’ * Po- ~3) * wo - 
Proof. See [4] and [7]. 
If p is a Lepagian form then i( jzE) L(dp) is a n,,-horizontal n-form for any 
n-projectable vector field E which implies that R(i( j2E) d(dp)) is raa-project- 
able (Proposition 3). Similarly as before we write k2(;( j2S) g(dp)) for its 
ns,-projection. A coordinate-free formula for the Lie derivative O(jW) X can 
be obtained by means of any Lepagian equivalent of X. 
THEOREM 4. Let h be a Jirst order Lagrangian form on r, p a Lepagian 
equivalent of A. Then 
ngO( j’E) h = k2(i( j”E) k?(dp)) + A(di( j’E) p). 
In particular, if 9 is rr-vertical then 
~;8( j’E) h = i( j”E) &(dp) + k(di( j’3) p). 
Proof. According to Definition 5, Proposition 3 and the well-known 
formula 8(jV) p = i( j?F) dp + di( jib) p we have 
rrz*1e(j12q h = e( j”E) *,*,A = e(j2g &I) = h(e(jlq p> 
= R(i( jlE) dp) + A(di( j’s) p). 
By Proposition 6, 
b(i( j”E) n-g dp) = k(i( j”E) k(dp)), 
where the left-hand side is TX,,-projectable, and its rr,,-projection is equal to 
d(i( jlB) dp). This shows that 
R(i(jV) dp) = k,(i( j28) k(dp)), 
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proving the first part of Theorem 4. If  ti n is v-vertical then the n-form 
;( jzS) k(f(dp) is n,-horizontal which proves the second formula. 
7. CRITICAL POINTS 
We continue with the study of critical sections of the first order variational 
problems in fibered manifolds. 
DEFINITION 8. We say that there is given jirst order variational problem 
r” = (.rr, A, 6, X0), if we have: 
1. a fibered manifold TK Y- X with n-dimensional, orientable base 
space X, 
2. a first order Lagrangian form h on r, 
3. a global section 6 of the l-jet prolongation 7r1 of n, 
4. a closed submanifold X,, of X with dim X,, < n. 
Let 8 be a 7r-projactable vector field of compact support, (CQ , cx& the 
l-parameter group generated by 9. To each local section y  of r, 9 defines a 
l-parameter family at&i of local sections of CT (-cc < t < co). Such 
families of sections provide an important tool for the study of our variational 
problems. 
DEFINITION 9. The 1 -parameter family atya&’ is called the variation of the 
section y, generated by 9. If  Wis any subset of X, F,O(r) any subset of F&a), 
y  E Two(~), and CQ~~G’ E Two(m) for all sufficiently small t, then we say that 
the vector field 9 generates a variation of the section y  in the set Two(~). 
Assume that there is given a first order variational problem 
v- = CT, A, 8, x0> 
denoted as in Definition 8. Put 
r&9 = {Y E r&-4 I jWx0) = Qo), x0 E X0>. 
Let y  E TV(~), and let 3 be a vector field on Y. We are interested in the 
conditions for E to generate, by means of its l-parameter group, “deforma- 
tions” of y  also belonging to rV(n), or, in the terminology of Definition 9, 
a variation of y  in the set r+(r). According to a lemma of Trautman [7] a 
l-parameter group of transformations of Y maps sections of n into sections 
of 7r if and only if it consists of local automorphisms of r, or, which is the same, 
if and only if its generator is a m-projectable vector field (Section 2). It is 
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therefore necessary to look for the desired vector fields among rr-projectable 
vector fields. The following is trivial. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let S be a n-projectable vector jield of compact support, 
5 its r-projection, y E r,(r). Then 8 generates a variation of y  in the set 
r,(r) ;f and only if for each x,, E X0 the relation 
holds. 
ilWxo)) - TQ j4 - S(xo) = 0, 
Let Y be our first order variational problem, Sz a compact n-dimensional 
submanifold of X. Consider the real valued function 
If 9 is any T-projectable vector field, ( OI~ , %J the l-parameter group generated 
by 9, and y  E To(w), then ho(y) gives rise to the other function, 
defined on some open interval (-Q, E) C R. This shows, in particular, that the 
map Xo , defined by V, can be studied by means of the slight deformations 
ayt’ya;: of each individual section y  of rr. The derivative of the functions 
t --f h,Ot(o~(~~~~~) (arisen from different vector fields b) can be used for the 
study of how sensitive the value ho(y) is to such slight deformations. There 
exists a simple relation between this derivative at the point t = 0 and the Lie 
derivative 6(~%) A. Transforming the integral on the right to the domain 9 
and then using Definition 1 we obviously have 
We apply this discussion to the study of the behavior of the function Xo 
restricted to the subset r,(w) of TX(m), with respect to the variations in the 
set F,(m). This is precised in the next definition where the sign of the domain 
of integration is omitted since the integrated n-form is actually of compact 
support. 
DEFINITION 10. We say that a section y E F,(r) is a critical point (critical 
section) of the first order variational problem Y” = (‘rr, A, 6, X0), if the condi- 
tion 
s 
jly*e( j?E) X = 0, 
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holds for all 7r-vertical vector fields S of compact support generating varia- 
tions of y in the set F,(V). 
Notice that in Definition 10 we do not use arbitrary r-projectable vector 
fields. This means, geometrically, that we exclude variations of the section 
y(X) C Y along the same section y(X). 
The critical points of V are described by the following. 
THEOREM 5. A section y E I’,(T) is a critical point of V ;f and only if the 
Euler form E(h) vanishes on j”y(X), 
E(/\) oj”r = 0. 
Proof. If y E F+(V) is a critical section, then, by Theorem 4, Theorem 3, 
and the Stokes’ formula 
I j%*i(jzS) E(h) = 0, 
for all rr-vertrcal vector fields E o f compact support. Choose any point x E X 
such that x 4 X,, . Since X,, is closed there exists a neighborhood U of x 
such that U n X0 = m. We may restrict our attention to the open set U 
and suppose that there exist some fiber coordinates on r-l(U). Using the 
local representation of the Lie derivative (Proposition 13) with the vector 
field E of compact support contained in T+(U) and then the fundamental 
lemma of the calculus of variations, we obtain that E(h) oi2r = 0 on U. 
Since x is arbitrary the equality E(h) oj2, = 0 must hold everywhere on 
X\X,, . Applying the continuity arguments we obtain 
E(h) oj”y = 0 
on X. The converse follows from Definition 10 and Theorem 4. 
Let us now change our point of view and pass to the theory of variational 
problems in a canonical form. 
DEFINITION 11. We say that there is given a canonical variational problem 
f = (T, p, I;& X0) if we have: 
1. a fibered manifold ?T: Y -+ X with n-dimensional, orientable base 
manifold X, 
2. an n-form p on Y, 
3. an ideal I of differential forms on Y, 
4. a global section 6 of r, 
5. a closed submanifold X0 of X with dim X0 < n. 
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Notice that we do not assume the ideal I to be closed under exterior 
differentiation of forms which means, in particular, that we do not restrict our 
considerations to the completely integrable differential systems, defined by I. 
Put 
$(a) = {y E P,(m) I Y”? = 0 * rl E 1, y(x0) = S(x,), x0 E x0>. 
The followin; is almost trivial. 
PROPOSITION 15. Let S be a w-projectable vector $eld of compact support, 
5 its rr-projection, y E I’+(rr). Then Egenerates a variation of y in the set I”+(n) 
if and only if 
8(6(x,)) - TQ * [(x0) = 0, for all x0 E X0 , 
and 
y*qq ?j = 0, for all 7 E I. 
Similarly as before we define: 
DEFINITION 12. We say that a section y E I’;(V) is a critical point (critical 
section) of the canonical variational problem 4 = (rr, p, I, 6, X0), if 
I y*qq p = 0, 
for all a-vertical vector fields S of compact support generating variations of y 
in the set I’?(r). 
We are now in a position to show that the first order variational problems in 
fibered manifolds present a simple example of the outlined canonical varia- 
tional theory. 
Let 7r: Y + X be a fibered manifold with n-dimensional, orientable base 
space X, (xi , y,, , z,~) some canonical coordinates on $lY, where 1 < i < n 
(n = dim X), 1 < u < m (n + m = dim Y). Denote by o+(,$rY) the ideal 
of forms on Y’Y, locally generated by the l-forms W, = dyO - z,, dx, 
(compare with Section 3). Suppose that we have a first order Lagrangian form 
h on r, a global section 6 of the l-jet prolongation n1 of n, and a closed sub- 
manifold X0 of X satisfying dim X0 < n. These data allow to consider the 
canonical variational problem 4 = (wr , A, fi,&@Y), 6, X0). Let us clarify 
what sections of r1 belong to r&p,). Let 7 E F,(rr). One can easily check 
that the conditions 
f*wo = 0, 1<o<m, 
imply 7 =Py, for some section y of 7~. Evidently y is uniquely determined by 
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$k y = 9s o 7. Conversely, every section 7 of 7r1 of the form 7 = jly, where 
y E F*(n), evidently satisfies the condition +*q = 0 for all 7 E fiJ$lY), for 
fi+($lY) is locally generated by W, . Thus we have 
Let us consider a n,-vertical vector field g of compact support. Let 
y E F;(ri), and let us use the same canonical coordinates on $lY as above. 
Let 
e - g D,, f  Ei,D3i0 Y i-SC 
be the coordinate expression for g. According to Proposition 15, g generates a 
variation of 7 in the set r+(rr,) if and only if 
B(S(x,)) = 0, for all x0 E X0 , 
and 
r*fqq w, = 0, 1 <U<??Z. 
Writing f =I? we obtain 
jly*@) w, = (-Eio ojly + d&, o jl,)) . dxi = 0 
or 
(3, - d&J o jly = 0. 
In particular, the l-jet prolongations of r-vertical vector fields satisfy this 
condition (Proposition 1). Summarizing we see that B generates a variation 
of a section y =J1r E F2(z-i) in the set F&ST,) if and only if 
B(S(x,)) = 0, for all x0 E X0 , 
and 
(&, - d&,) o jly = 0. 
This discussion leads to the following result. 
PROPOSITION 16. A section f  E r;(ml) is a critical point of the canonical 
variational problem P = (rr 1 , X, fi&@Y), 6, X0) if and only if the section 
y  = ~~~ 0 7 E TX(r) is a critical point of the jirst order variational problem 
v = (Tr, A, 6, X0). 
Proof. Our assertion follows from Theorem 4 and Theorem 3. 
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As a consequence we get that a canonical variational problem defined by a 
differential form on $lY can be regarded as a first order variational problem 
on CT if and only if the ideal 1, defining the canonical variational problem, 
contains A&($lY) as a subset. 
Higher order variational problems in fibered manifolds can be studied as the 
canonical variational problems by means of similar methods. 
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